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Abstract
Load balancing is moderately new method that facilitates webs 
and resources by bestowing a maximum throughput alongside 
negligible reply time. Splitting the traffic amid servers, data can be 
dispatched and consented lacking main wait. Disparate assortments 
of algorithms are obtainable that can aid traffic loaded amid 
obtainable servers. Burden balancing resolutions usually apply 
redundant servers that assist an enhanced allocation considering 
the contact traffic so that the locale supply is conclusively 
settled. Burden Balancing is an vital facet of large Groundwork 
cloud computing environments. Burden balancing has to seize 
into report two main jobs, one is the resource provisioning 
or resource allocation and supplementary is task arranging in 
distributed environment. Competent provisioning of resources and 
arranging of resources. In this work we proposal an Effectual ACO 
established Burden balancing in cloud computing provides an 
effectual option to countless subjects residing in cloud computing 
nature set-up and usage.  
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I. Introduction
Cloud Computing is the novel trend developing in IT environment 
with huge infrastructural and resources requirements. It has 
voluminousbenefits along with someof the crucial concerns 
to be fixed in order to increasedependability of cloud system. 
The “cloud” in cloud computing can be described as the set of 
hardware, webs, storage, services,and interfaces that join to hold 
aspects of computing as a service [1-2]. The main concern in cloud 
computing are relatedwith the load balancing, fault tolerance and 
many types of security problems in cloud system. Three Cloud 
models defines the Cloud services:

Cloud Software as a service (SAAS): •	 Usersuse the provider’s 
applications on a cloud infrastructure using web browser. The 
users cannot manage the fundamental infrastructure of the 
cloud.
Cloud Platform as a Service (PAAS):•	  Users arrange/
install onto the cloud infrastructure user created or 
acquired applications generated using the programming 
languages and tools. User cannot manage or control the 
fundamentalinfrastructure of cloud, but hasthe control over 
the installed applications.
Cloud Infrastructure as a Service (IAAS):•	  User has 
provision to process, store, networks, and otherfundamental 
computing resources where the user is capable to install and 
run/compilethe arbitrarysoftware, consists ofapplications 
and operating systems. Usercannot manage or control the 
fundamentalinfrastructure of the cloud, but has control over 
the storage, installed applications, operating systems, and 
probablypartial control of select networking components.

Features of IaaS includedynamic scaling,Desktop virtualization, 
utility computing service and billing model, Policy-based services 
and Automation of administrative tasks.

Fig. 1: Cloud Service Model

Theissue ofIAAS load balancing can be resolved by redistribution 
of load among the processors which increasesthe system’s 
performance.The benefits of proper load balancing are minimizing 
resource consumption, enabling scalability, implementing fail-
over, avoiding over- provisioning and bottlenecks and so on.
The common problem arises due to load balancing are:

The jobs waiting in the queue.• 
Arrival rate of Jobs.• 
Physical Machine’s processing rate.• 

Load Balancing uses the technique to distribute the stream of 
traffic among the servers or the nodes in the cluster or the network. 
Load on the main server can be distributed by generating the cluster 
server head, can be stated as virtual machine, in the network. These 
Cluster server head may further distributes the load to different 
severs and client requests are received by these servers, which 
overall balance the load of the network.
The chief objective of load balancing is as follows:

Even distribution of load to each resource• 
Minimization of processing time for each job• 
Maximum utilization of each resource• 
To improve the performance substantially.• 
To have a backup plan in case the system fails even • 
partially.
To maintain the system stability.• 
To accommodate future modification in the system.• 

II. Related Work
Some of the load balancing techniques that are widespread in 
cloud computing:

A. MIN-MIN Algorithm
Set of rulesinitialised with a set of unassigned jobs. First of all, 
we found lowest time durationfor the accomplishment for all the 
jobs.After that, least number of times, the leastvalue isselected 
in which the minimum times among the jobs onthe assets. Then, 
after this, according to that least time,the jobscheduling is done 
on the correspondingsystem or machine. Then the updation, of 
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execution time, is done for all other jobs on that machine by the 
addition of the time of execution of all the allocatedjob to the 
number of time of execution of other tasks for the same machine 
and all the allocatedjobs are removed from the list of the jobs that 
are to be allocated to the machineries. Again the samearrangement 
is trailed until resources carry all the allocatedjobs. On the other 
hand,the major disadvantageof this technique is that it can lead 
to the problem of starvation [7] or it cannot schedule the long 
duration jobs.

B. MIN-MAX Algorithm
Set of rules are applied in two player logical games, such as 
tic-tac-toe, chess and so on. The algorithm directs the computer 
player to make the next possible move in the game. The algorithm 
designs the “full-informative” games in which each player is 
familiar with everything about the possible moves of the opponent. 
The Algorithm generates the search tree to solve the alternative 
possible game move of the players. These set of rules are only 
applicable, or useful for, to the logical games.

C. LBG Algorithm
The LBG algorithm was designed by Linde, Buzo and Gray. This 
permits (local) calculation of optimal centroids. The LBG algorithm 
has two properties. The first property allows us, if vectors region 
is known, to build new centroids and the second property allows 
us to generate the regions from the known centroids. Instance uses 
this algorithm is Vector Quantization (VQ). VQ is a technique of 
signal compression. In VQ, the data (Image) is divided into blocks 
(Vectors). The Correlation between the pixelsin vectors of image 
is exploited. The block size should be suitable. If the Block size is 
too large then the correlation is lost and if it is too small then more 
code vectors are required. If there is no inter-pixel correlation, 
then there is no improvement.

D. Linear Programming Algorithm
Linear programming algorithm is the process of minimizing a 
linear objective function which subjects to a finite number of 
linear equality and inequality constraints. The programming word 
is chronological and predates programming done in computers. 
The LP Algorithm is applied to various areas like production 
planning – telecommunications network design and airline crew 
scheduling – manufacturing. These set of rules helps to achieve 
the best and optimized outcome.
Linear programs are problems that can be articulated in canonical 
form:

Where, 
x -The vector of variables are to be evaluated    
 (unknown), 
c,b -The vectors of (known) coefficients, 
A -The (known) matrix of coefficients, 

 - The matrix transpose. 
The expression is to be maximized or minimized is called 
the objective function (cTx).
The inequalities Ax ≤ b and x ≥ 0 are the constraints.

III. ANT Colony Optimisation
Initially, Macro Dorigo has proposed an algorithm to explore the 
optimum route in the graph, based on the ant’s way of moving 

looking for the track sandwiched between the colony and source 
of food, in his PhD thesis in 1992.Ant Dominion Optimization 
(ACO) [1] is currently recommended as metaheuristic tactic for 
cracking the inflexible combinatorial optimization problems. 
The motivational foundation of ACO is the pheromone stream 
assigning and trailing deeds of factual ants that use pheromones 
as a connexion medium.
Initial instance of such an algorithm is Ant Arrangement (AS) 
[2]. AS was counselled employing as example requests the well-
recognized Voyaging Salesman Setback (TSP) [3].Although 
reassuring early aftermath, AS might not contest alongside state-
of-the-art algorithmsfor the TSP. Nevertheless, it had the vital act 
of invigorating more scrutiny on algorithmicvariants that attain 
far larger computational presentation, as well as on requests to 
a colossalcollection of disparate problems. In fact, there exists 
nowadays a substantial number of requestsobtaining globe class 
presentation on setbacks like the quadratic assignment, vehicle 
routing,sequential arranging, arranging, routing in Internet-like 
webs, and so on [4]. Motivated by thisaccomplishment, the ACO 
metaheuristic has been counselled [5] as a public framework for 
thecontinuing requests and algorithmic variants. Algorithms that 
pursue the ACO metaheuristic willbe shouted in the pursuing 
ACO algorithms.

A. ANT Mechanism
The frank believed of the ant dominion optimization Meta heuristic 
is seized from the foodhunting deeds of real ants. After ants are on 
the practice to find for food, they onset from theirnest and stroll 
in the direction of the food. After an ant reaches an intersection, 
it has to choosethat division to seize next. As walking, ants 
deposit pheromone that marks the path taken. Thecompression 
of pheromone on a precise trail is an indication of its usage. With 
period thecompression of pheromone cuts due to diffusion effects. 
This property is vital because it isincorporating vibrant aspect 
into the trail hunting process. Suddenly, an obstacle gets in their 
method so the early ants randomly select the subsequentdivision 
amid the two branches: the higher and lower branches. As the 
higher path is shorter than the lower one, the ants that seize this 
shorter trail will grasp the food locale first. On their methodback 
to the nest, the ants once more have to select a path. Later a 
short period the pheromone compression on the shorter trail will 
be higher than on the longer trail, because the antsemploying 
the shorter trail will rise the pheromone compression faster. The 
shortest trail will therefore be recognized and in the end all ants 
will merely use this one. This deeds of the antscan be utilized to 
find the shortest trail in webs.

Fig. 1: Ant Mechanism in Ant Colony Optimizations
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IV. Proposed Work
The limitations of Genetic algorithm are overcome by implementing 
ACO for load balancing. The Genetic algorithm leaves the 
drawbacks as:

GENETIC Algorithm is time consuming which makes them • 
unsuitable for online applications.
Cumbersome to operate on dynamic data sets, as convergence • 
is the main issue.
GA’s have tendency to converge towards local optima rather • 
than the global optimum of the problem.

These limitations can be resolved by the Algorithm based on Ant 
behaviour, i.e., Ant Colony Optimization.

A. Problem Formulation
Let us consider the minimization problem, (S, f, Ω) where S is 
the set of candidate solutions, f is the objective function which 
assigns to each candidate solution an objective function (cost) 
value f(s,t)4 and Ω is a set of constraints. 
The goal is to find a globally optimal solution sopt ∈ s that is,a 
minimum cost solution that satisfies the constraints Ω.
The problem representation of a combinatorial optimization 
problem (S, f, Ω) which is exploitedby the ants, can be characterized 
as follows:
A finite set C = {c1, c2,…..cNc}of companies is given.
The states of the problem are defined in terms of sequences |x = 
(ci,cj,…..,ck,…) over theelements of C. The set of all possible 
sequences is denoted by X. The length of a sequence x, thatis, the 
number of components in the sequence, is expressed by |x|.
The finite set of constraints Ω defines the set of feasible states 
X̃, with X̃⊑ X. The length of asequence x, that is, the number of 
components in the sequence, is expressed by |x|.
A set S* of feasible solutions is given, with S* ⊆X̃ and S* ⊆S.
A cost f (s, t) is associated to each candidate solution s ∈ S.
In some cases a cost, or the estimate of a cost, |J (xi, t) can be 
associated to states other thansolutions. If xi can be obtained by 
adding solution components to a state xi_ then J (xi, t) < J (xj, t). 
Note that J(s,t) f(s,t).
Given this representation, artificial ants build solutions by moving 
on the construction graph G= (C, ) where the vertices are the 
components and the set  fully connects the components C 
(elements of Lare called connections). The problem constraints 
Ω are implemented in the policyfollowed by the artificial ants, 
as explained in the next section. The choice of implementing 
theconstraints in the construction policy of the artificial ants allows 
a certain degree of flexibility. Infact, depending on the combinatorial 
optimization problem considered, it may be morereasonable to 
implement constraints in a hard way allowing ants to build only 
feasible solutions,or in a soft way, in which case ants can build 
infeasible solutions (that is, candidate solutions in S/S*) that will 
be penalized, in dependence of their degree of infeasibility.

Fig. 1: Ant Behaviour While Searching for Food

B. ANT’S Behavior
Ants can be characterized as stochastic construction procedures 
which build solutions moving onthe construction graph G = 
(C, ). Ants do not move arbitrarily on G, but rather follow 
aconstruction policy which is a function of the problem constraints 
Ω. In general, ants try to buildfeasible solutions, but, if necessary, 
they can generate infeasible solutions. Components ci∈ C and 
connections lij∈  can have associated a pheromone trail τ(τi if 
associated to components τij, if associated to connections) encoding 
a long-term memory about the whole ant searchprocess that is 
updated by the ants themselves, and a heuristic value η(ni and nij 
respectively) representing a priori information about the problem 
instance definition or run-time informationprovided by a source 
different from the ants. In many cases η is the cost, or an estimate 
of thecost, of extending the current state. These values are used 
by the ant’s heuristic rule to makeprobabilistic decisions on how 
to move on the graph.
More precisely, each ant k of the colony has the following 
properties:

It exploits the graph G = (C, • ) to search for feasible solutions 
s of minimum cost. That is, solutions such that f̂ s = min6 f (s,t).
It has a memory M• k that it uses to store information about 
the path it followed so far. Memory can be used (i) to build 
feasible solutions (i.e., to implement constraints Ω), (ii) 
to evaluate the solution found, and (iii) to retrace the path 
backward to deposit pheromone.
It can be assigned a start state • xs

k and one or more termination 
conditions ek usually, the start state is expressed as a unit 
length sequence, that is, a single component or an empty 
sequence.
When in state x• r = 〈xr-1,i〉 it tries to move to any node j in its 
feasible neighborhood Ni

k that is to a state 〈xr, j〉∈X̃. If this is 
not possible, then the ant can move to a node j in its infeasible 
neighbourhood INi

k , generating in this way an infeasible state 
(i.e., a state (xr, j) ∈ X / X̃}.
It selects the move by applying a probabilistic decision rule. • 
Its probabilistic decision rule is a function of (i) locally 
available pheromone trails and heuristic values, (ii) the ant’s 
private memory storing its past history, and (iii) the problem 
constraints.
The construction procedure of ant k stops when at least one • 
of the termination conditionsek is satisfied.
When adding a component c• j to the current solution it 
can update the pheromone trail associated to it or to the 
corresponding connection. This is called online step-by-
steppheromone update.
Once built a solution, it can retrace the same path backward • 
and update the pheromone trails of the used components 
or connections. This is called online delayed pheromone 
update.

It is vital to note that ants move concurrently and independently and 
that every single ant is convoluted plenty to find a (probably poor) 
resolution to the setback below consideration. Typically, good 
quality resolutions appear as the consequence of the collective 
contact amid the ants that is obtained via indirect contact mediated 
by the data ants read/write in the variables storing pheromone trail 
values. In a method, this is a distributed discovering procedure in 
that the solitary agents, the ants, are not adaptive themselves but, 
on the contrary, they adaptively adjust the method the setback is 
embodied and observed by supplementary ants. 
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C. ACO For Load Balancing
The simple ant colony optimization meta-heuristic showed in 
earlier different reasons why thiskind of algorithms could perform 
well in networks.

ACO is established on agent arrangements and works • 
alongside individual ants. This permits a elevated adaptation 
to the present vibrant topology of the network;
ACO is established merely on innate data, that is, no routing • 
tables or supplementary data blocks have to be sent to 
acquaintances or to all nodes of the network;
It is probable to incorporate the connection/link quality into • 
the computation of the pheromone concentration;
Each node has a routing table alongside entries for all • 
its acquaintances that encompasses additionally the 
pheromone concentration. Thus, the way supports multi-path 
BurdenBalancing.

Hereby, we delineate the disparate procedures utilized to grasp 
the disparate events of thecounselled protocol. The events to be 
grasped are acquaintance connectivity, path formationappeal, path 
formation answer, path expiry, connection defeat and innate repair. 
Extra properfeatures of these constituents are given below. The 
pursuing data

1. A Pheromone Matrix Ak
A matrix organized as in vector distance routing table algorithms, 
but with probabilistic entries which is the pheromone value of each 
possible route. Akdefines the probabilistic routing policy currently 
adopted at node k: for eachpossible destination d and for each 
neighbour node n, Ak stores a pheromone value Pndexpressing the 
goodness (desirability), under the current network-wide routing 
policy, of choosing n as next node when the destination node 
isd;

2. A Load Table Lk
A table organized as in vector distance algorithms, but with 
apheromone entry added. Tkdefines the pheromone value besides 
the usual routingentries at node k: for each possible destination 
d, Tkstores a pheromone value Pndexpressing the best (most 
desirable) of choosing nas the next node when the destination 
node is d.

5. Results
GA Based Load Balancing

Number of Iterations 1000

Number of Cloud Machines 10

Number of Tasks in the Set 20

Number of Generations 100

Mutation States 2

Solution Population Size 100

Crossover Probability 0.95

Mutation Probability 0.05
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Fig. 2: Task Weight Distribution of Task over Cloud
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Fig. 3: Estimated Cost of all Tasks by the Genetic Algorithm for 
Execution in given iteration
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Parameters for ANT Colony Algorithm
Number of Iterations 1000
Number of Cloud Machines (m) 10
Number of Tasks in the Set 20
Pheromone Table Size m * m
Pheromone Update 0.04
Number of ANTS 20
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Fig. 4: Task Weights for Load Balancing in ACO Policy

Fig. 5: Cost of ANT Colony Algorithm with Respect to Time
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Fig. 6: Execution Time Taken for the Genetic Algorithm vs ACO 
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Fig. 7: Optimal Cost of Load for the Genetic Algorithm vs ACO 
for given number of iterations
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Fig. 8: Energy Consumption for GA and ACO Policy Showing 
How ACO Improves Overtime

VI. Conclusion 
Cloud Computing has broadly been accepted by theindustry or 
organization though with many existing issueslike Load Balancing, 
Virtual Machine Consolidation, EnergyManagement, etc. Central 
of all is the issue ofbalancing the load that is required to allocate the 
additional dynamiclocal workload uniformly to all the nodes in the 
Cloud which leads to high user satisfaction and everycomputing 
resource is distributed proficiently and equally.An analogy was be 
made amid disparate strategies encompassing Genetic Algorithm 
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and Ant Colony. In this work we have describe a cloud arrangement, 
as the Power of a cloud arrangement is described to purpose as 
the pair of traffic loads below that the queues in the contraption 
and is be stabilized ACO that is employing based. The load-
balancer receives data concerning can accord data considering 
the Task from an individual and accordingly balance the cost. 
ACO established resolution aftermath in less computationally 
intensive load-balancers alongside regards to the instance whereas 
the load-balancer ought to somehow guesstimate the chances of 
giving the discretional agents, but needs contact that is extra. The 
price, nevertheless, is tremendously restricted. 

VII. Future Scope
Load Balancing is a task that is vital Cloud Calculating nature 
to attain maximum utilization of resources. The request ideal 
utilized in this paper assumes a finite number of users that way 
load-balancer that is industrialized maximize the percentage of 
discretional content served. Though, after a request that is disparate 
is believed, optimizing the definite number of demands assisted 
alongside discretional content is one more probable goal, that 
ought to be investigated in upcoming work. Also, presentation of 
the cloud computing be more maximized if dependencies amid 
tasks are modeled employing ACO established workflows.
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